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Focus - Match your devices to your mindset 
Focus helps you stay in the moment when you need to concentrate or step away.



Maps 
Get where you’re going with step-by-step directions you can view in augmented 
reality. Public transit integration shows nearby stations and transit times and lets 
you pin favorite routes to the top. And when you’re approaching your stop, Maps 

notifies you that it’s almost time to disembark.



Maps 
Maps now offers drivers incredible road details like turn lanes, crosswalks, and 

bike lanes; street-level perspectives as you approach complex interchanges; and 
a new dedicated driving map that helps you see current incidents and traffic 

conditions at a glance.



FaceTime Grid view 
Grid view shows people on your FaceTime call 
in the same-size tiles, so you can have better 

conversations with a large group. The speaker 
is automatically highlighted so you always know 

who’s talking. 

Spatial Audio 
Individual voices sound like they’re coming from 
the direction in which each person is positioned 

on your screen, helping conversations flow 
more naturally. 

Listen together 
Get together and listen to an album with friends. 

The whole group can see what’s next and add 
songs to a shared queue with synced playback 

and easy-to-use controls.



Mic modes 
Voice Isolation minimizes background noise 
and puts your voice front and center. When 

the music or sounds around you are as 
important as what you have to say, Wide 

Spectrum leaves the ambient sound 
unfiltered.



Invite anyone to FaceTime 
Now you can send friends and family a link 
to connect on FaceTime — even if they’re 

using Windows or Android.



Shared with You 
Now the links, images, and other content 
shared with you in Messages are featured 

in a new Shared with You section in the 
corresponding app.



Safari 
The bottom tab bar puts controls right at your fingertips. Swipe left or right on the 

address bar to move between tabs. Or swipe up to see all your open tabs.



Wallet 
Add your driver’s license or state ID to Wallet for use when you travel and, in the 

future, at retailers and venues. Now your iPhone can unlock your home, your 
garage, your hotel room, and even your workplace.



Live Text 
Live Text intelligently unlocks 
rich and useful information in 
images, so you can make a 
call, send an email, or look 
up directions with just a tap 
on the highlighted text in a 

photo.



Bonus!



New Multitasking Controls



Capture 
Thoughts with 

Quick Note and 
Organize with 

Tags


